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Competition salone del mobile milan 2012

We live in an environmental
and social crisis that pushes
us to change and improve.
People involved in design
must use creativity to find
solutions.
Homeless is a global
network that brings
together designers, artisans
and consumers to promote
local jobs. The designer
devises products based on
smart design by optimizing
material and manufacture –
studying new, recycled or
industry waste materials
and making the most of it
to reduce waste and price.
The artisan, with his expertise, brings designs to life.
The consumer acquires a
beautiful high quality
object with soul.
To gain international prestige, Homeless holds a

competition with a jury
composed of external
experts from different fields
of creativity and areas of
knowledge.
The winners of this contest
will have their products
exhibit at the world's largest design fair, the Salone
del Mobile in Milan, Italy,
the most important event
in the design calendar that
attracts over 400,000
design professionals.
If the Milan Fair did not
influence the creation of
new styles, it certainly
helped design to gain the
recognition it has today.
Hence the significance to
launch this project in this
event, to gain momentum
and make people come
together.

Homeless’ exhibit will be
located in Brera, the most
important district in Milan. A
200m2 space conceived for
art exhibition and just 30
meters away from Edra
showroom. In this neighbourhood we find the highest density of showrooms,
galleries, venues and spaces
dedicated to contemporary
design : Moroso, Alessi,
Missoni Home, Kartell, Boffi,
Driade, Miele, Ferragamo,
Armani Casa and Skitch .
We have the support of
Brera Design District, a
marketing association that
organizes events during the
fair. It supplies maps, magazines and videos to communicate what is going on in
the area:
www.breradesigndistrict.it

DESIGN SUBMISSION DEADLINE
All entries shall be sent by Thu, Mar 01,
2012 at 23.59 to:
competition@homelessdesign.net
or facebook.com/homelessdesign
Designs shall be submitted in a multiple .pdf format (maximum 10 MB) with
contact information and provided with:
- one digital photo of the author(s)- one
or more renderings or photos of the
project; - a description (maximum 500
characters) in English and in the
designer’s mother language;
The entry file shall be named as follows:
GROUPLEADERSLASTNAME_PROJECTN
AME.pdf or
GROUPSMOTTO_PROJECTNAME.pdf
Inscriptions shall be submitted to the
jury for assessment. Preselected
projects shall be posted gradually on
www.facebook.com/homelessdesign
Participation is free and open to all
designers.
Participation is also open to teams. Each
team shall appoint a team leader as its
sole reference person, and specify the
names of the relevant coworkers (as from
the form attached to this notice). Each
team shall be all the participants.
To participate in the competition, each
designer – alone or in a team – can enter
one or more works for selection by a

technical commission. In case of team
participation, each entry shall have the
same team leader, with penalty of exclusion.
For participation to the exhibition, designers
shall submit the following at their own cost:
1- production, transportation, setting up,
dismantling, and collection from the fair of a
working prototype in a 1:1 scale (as from
project);
2- production of 500 advertising cards (size
A6, 300 gr. paper, front/rear as from the
attached format).
ASSESSMENT
Entries shall be assessed by a jury made up
of a panel of designers and experts. The
assessment shall be performed according
to the principles of project originality,
smart reproducibility and environmental
sustainability.
DISCLOSURE OF THE SELECTED PROJECTS
All the entrants shall authorize now for
then Homeless Design to disclose or
exhibit their projects at one or more
shows, if any; entrants shall further
authorize to publish their project in a
catalogue, in a book, and/or in the
specialized press; nothing shall be due to
them in this case, except the duty to
mention the relevant credits.

PRIZES
The selected projects will be granted an
exhibition area free of charge within the
fair FUORI SALONE DEL MOBILE - BRERA
DISTRICT DESIGN 2012 . The event shall
be set up at the heart of the BRERA
DISTRICT DESIGN.
Moreover, each project shall be in the
HOMELESS website.
PERSONAL DATA PROCESSING
Participation in the competition shall
imply full acceptance of this notice. By
participating in the competition,
entrants shall consent the processing of
their personal data in accordance with
Italian privacy law act No. 675 of
31/12/1996.
OTHER PROVISIONS
The organizing Company reserves the
right to withdraw this notice or anyway
cancel the competition, without
incurring in any responsibility and/or
penalty. The technical commission
reserves the right to not exhibit any
projects that, though being selected,
are not duly supported by prototypes.
In this respect, each of the selected
designers shall be asked to submit a
photo evidence of prototype production by and not later than March 20th,
2012.

The Theme

HOMEless
waste /price/poverty
The theme of the exhibition is less
waste, less price and less poverty at
HOME.
Homeless aims to highlight the
difference between designing an
object with appealing shapes and
designing an object with the same
appealing but based on reducing
cost, using alternative materials and
smart assembly thus it can be
handmade without an exorbitant
price.
It is meant as an opportunity to
think about the actual condition of
interior and product design, to
reflect on how we currently use our
homes and think outside the box to
recreate everyday objects, managed
in a responsible and sustainable
manner.
The competition is aimed at
creating, during the days of the
show, a display of the prototypes
and concepts of products conceived
by talented designers.
A high-resounding event intended
to establish a link between creative
minds and consumers to arouse the
curiosity to know the website.

Suggestions
BEDROOM 2

LIVING ROOM

Cradle
Lamps
Armchair
Curtains
Storage
Chest of drawers

Sofa
Armchair
Coffee table
Lamps
Carpet and rug
Curtains
Footrest
Puff
Cushion
Storage
Coat stand

READING ROOM
Armchair
Sofa
Lamps
Carpet and rug
Shelf

DINNING ROOM
BEDROOM 1

BATHROOMS
Basket
Storage
Bathroom set
Towels
Rug
Shower curtains
Cloth rack

Bed
Lamps
Armchair
Carpet and rug
Dressing table
Mirror
Basket
Curtains
Chest of drawers

Dinner table
Chair
Lamps
Sous plat
Dishes
Vase
Glass
Candelabra
Fruit bowl
Jug
Cups

mood board and palette of colours and textures of the exhibition

Homeless Showroom Salone del Mobile 2012

Via Ciovasso 15, Brera -Milan

The exhibition space

